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Introduction

 One of the 3 main axes so far identified for the QC2I project.

 general idea: explore QML application in the areas where ML and AI are 

currently used in Particle, Nuclear Physics and Astrophysics;

 in our communities there are already several groups working on this 

same program (e.g. the CERN QTI)

 already a lot of results and publications;

 we are not (that) late but it is a timely moment to start contributing

 some preliminary work ongoing at LLR and IJClab;

 we know some other members of QC2I have ideas/expertise/publications;

 here the idea is to give few inputs mostly to settle the context and 

to trigger discussion, collect ideas, interests, etc.
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Machine Learning

 In recent years ML - DL in particular - have made enormous progresses

 wide range of app. in industry and in research;

 DNN: efficiently handle high dim/vol data;

 widely used in HEP

 since ’90, real explosion in the 2010s (CHEP2021 ~35/212 ML papers);

 mostly BDT and NN;

 evts selection, particles/jets class., reco., tracking, fast simulation…

 in Nuclear Physics

 rather new approach;

 e.g.: use NN as extrapolation tools for ab-initio methods;

 predict masses, spectrum, deformations,…;

 extend models to nuclei in regions that cannot be experimentally explored.
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Quantum Machine Learning

 a lot of hype since the break-through algorithm of HHL

 “(one of) the most convincing reasons to build quantum computers”;

 opens QC to a huge range of applications with potential exp. speedups;

 a great number of  HHL-like “full” QML algorithms have been proposed

 the speedup of such algorithms in ML problems has several caveats;

 require high-depth q. circ. (thus large noiseless QC) and possibly qRAM;

 (in most cases) not for the NISQ era

 still they are very interesting to study;

 “real life” applications are today mostly 

oriented on Hybrid Quantum Classical ML …

 … or Quantum Annealing.
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Hybrid Classical-Quantum ML

Circ. with parametric gates (e.g. rotation) 

used as (one part of a) model. 

Model is evaluated by a QC on the training 

set then optimization is made classically.

In order to make gradient descent we need to 

compute the gradient which can be done with 

the “parameter shift rule”. 
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Quantum Annealing

We can express a problem in terms of the 

minimization of a QUBO. 

On a QA we can start from a “free” system on 

the ground state and slowly “activate” the 

interactions defining the QUBO. The final 

state will tell us the solution of the QUBO.

modulo: noise, statistics, mapping to actual 

architecture, etc…
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HEP Applications

…
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HEP Initiatives

TuToQML project

For the computing part much 

focus on QML.

We already took contacts 

with this group and they 

would be happy to 

collaborate with us. 

2 years postdoc grant IJClab/LLR

(recruiting now…)
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Some Work Ongoing

Testing different more or less standard 

architectures with simple regression and 

classification tasks as well as evts

classification problems. 

Not that far from what CERN QTI is doing in this moment.
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Conclusions

 QML has been hyped since its “birth” with the HHL algo

 opens QC to a huge range of applications;

 NISQ-compliant QML: hybrid QML and q. annealing

 starting point for “new” communities testing apps (like us);

 this does not mean that “full” QML algos are of no interest…;

 in HEP there is already a good number of people exploring QML

 on our side we took contact with the CERN group and started some 

explorative work on our own;

 QC2I project has regular QML meeting (~ 1 month) since 1/2021;

 We are not that late and there is a lot of room for contribution

 some of you already put forward ideas and in some cases already worked 

actively on QML;

 so… the mic is yours.


